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I. Introduction

III. Results

• Electrocardiogram (ECG) is the most prevalent and
useful diagnostic tool for detecting Atrial Fibrillation (AF)

• We use an ECG dataset of 8528 records of 4 labels:
Normal, AF, Other, Noisy

• Detecting AF using single ECG is challenging because it
is asymptomatic and may only appear briefly in the ECG
signal

• Baseline Algorithms:
v Random Forest, Fully Connected Neural Networks
(FCNN) use only extracted features
v R-Resnet uses only raw ECG data

• In this paper, we are interested in detecting whether an
ECG signal includes AF and distinguish it from other
heart rhythm issues

Classification

• MultiFusionNet offers the highest F1-score and AUC_ROC

• AF
• Normal
• Other Issue
• Too Noisy

Single ECG Signal
• With noisy features and various training data sizes, MultiFusionNet always performs better than baseline algorithms

II. Proposed Approach - MultiFusionNet
AF, Normal, Other, or Noisy

IV. Conclusions and Future Work
• We proposed a new neural network MultiFusionNet to classify single ECG signal.
• We showed that MultiFusionNet outperforms the recent techniques which take as input the extracted features or raw
data separately.
• We showed that MultiFusionNet is more robust than the state-of-the-art algorithms.
• With the detected AF signals, finding the starting and ending positions of AF can be explored in the future work.
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